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DARTMOOR.

. VOL. X.

~'l) OWADAYS men look both with pity and even contempt
LCiC on a man who prefers to travel in England rather than
abroad. Would he avow a love for the scenery of his own
country without provoking ridicule he must adopt a manner
apologetic enough to demonstrate that he is fully alive to its.
shortcomings, and must not be averse to being regarded as
eccentric. True, the delights of rapid transit and the extreme
satisfaction that you have outdone your neighbour in height,
inaccessibility, and distance, go far to make men overlook their
own country's beauties. There are hundreds of districts which
abound in magnificent scenery, interesting remains, and other
attractions: yet visitors to these districts are few and far
between. Dartmoor is such a one. Few holiday-makers visit
this grand solitude, doubtless partly on account of the difficulty
of going from one place to another without the comfort and
convenience of a railway carriage, yet even this they will soon
have, for the grand wilderness is at the present moment
resounding with the pick-axes of navvies employed in construct
ing a railway. Thus will the homes of hundreds of legends
and the last resting place of witchcraft be disturbed. Straight,
cruelly straight, goes the railway through the homes of the
pixies to the heart of the grand old moor, to Princetown.

It is certain that of all the moors, heaths, and wild places
left to us in England, Dartmoor claims pre-eminence. On
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Exmoor wc have laurels and chestnuts, and along the roads
there are thriving plantations of pines. Upon Dartmoor, on
the contrary, if we except places on the outer fringe, such as
those most beautiful spots, Holme Chase and Dartmeet and
beneath Baredown Hill, there are positively no trees. But
where a thicket does exist it is of native oak, ash and beech,
while for the most part they are stunted, irregular and gnarled
like those of the famous Wistuan's Wood, but always clothed
in dense mosses and lichens. In years gone by men tried to
cultivate some of the barren slopes, and grow corn, but by
and by the sickles of the labourers rusted and the harvest
songs were left unsung. The elements combine with the soil
in repelling all such attempts. Rain falls on Dartmoor in such
quanities as is nowhere else known, while even in summer time
the nights are often intensely cold. Round the dreary-looking
prison at Princetown the signs of cultivation are thicker than
anywhere else on the whole moor; many an acre reclaimed
by convict hands yields its yearly crop of corn, beans, and
potatoes. Tradition holds that Dartmoor in days gone by was
covered with trees, but existing records show that the present
eharaeteristicshaveremainedunchanged for ages. On Dartmoor,
if we except the sheep and ponies, there is nothing to interrupt
the rambler's musings; he may light upon a blackcock or a
snipe or two in the more boggy parts, but little else will he see
beside the trout, with which every river and rivulet on Dartmoor
is so well stocked. To enjoy Dartmoor to the full one must be
an ardent fisherman, for nowhere in England is keener sport
and keener air to be had, though we would not recommend a
man to let fishing engross his whole soul while on Dartmoor,
nor would we advise a man to give up in despair fishing on the
moor after a day or two's bad sport, for to fish these bright and
allll clear streams successfully requireslmowledge of the streams
and habits of the fish. As to roads, there are two from east
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to west which midway cross each other, and would the traveller
go further north or south he must trust to the map and compass,
and take his chance of finding hinself suddenly on one of those
treacherous morasses, of which such dark tales are told. The
weather is, so to speak, the worst part of Dartmoor, for its rain
is not as other rain is; it never seems to fall anywhere, but
drifts down the combes, striking violently the unlucky Wight
who may be exposed to it. A macintosh is almost useless, for
this driving rain penetrates everywhere, as the invariable com
panion of heavy rain is a tremendous gale. During these
storms the streams and rivers rise with incredible rapidity, the
Tavy two years ago rising as much as two feet in a quarter of
an hour.

For a good view of Dartmoor, and nothing but Dartmoor,
let the traveller ascend Bellevor Tor, which is about equi
distant from Moreton and Ashburton. On all sides is Dartmoor,
nowhere can the eye escape its solitude; as we cross the Cherry
brook rushing under Prince Hall Copse to join the Dart, we
see before us Princetown. There are several small hostelries
scattered over Dartmoor at which a traveller can stay: in
Princetownitsel£,at Two Bridges, two miles beyond Princetown,
at Dartmeet, at Postbridge, and also at Holme Chase.

But if Dartmoor in its solitary grandeur is to be seen, let
no time be lost, for changes are impending which will wipe
away all wild romance which clings to Dartmoor, and the
railway that is already made will hold it for ever in its Iron
grasp.

x.
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YEARNINGS.

Come, all ye deities of Latin Prose!
Come, all ye powers of difficult Translation!

Behold in me a victim to your throes,
Give to your sternness some short relaxation,

And hold with me awhile a kind confabulation!

Tell me, I pray you, truly, does it please
Your humour (if such human hearts ye have),

When we say things to make Demosthenes
Turn in his coffin by the Aegean wave,

Or Xenophon's dry bones lie shuddering in their grave?

Hear me, Greek verbs of inconsistent parts
For ye have caused me many a grievous sigh!

Have ye no pity in your verbose hearts,
Anacolutha of the deepest dye,

'Whose labyrinths of words the strictest search defy?

Say, dost thou chuckle, great Oblique Oration,
When in the maze of illums and of ses

We wander on in hopeless complication,
The victims of thy awful mysteries,

Wretches! who strive in vain thy rigid laws to please?

Ye grisly forms that stain the classic page,
Aorists, Verb-Nouns, and Praesens Futurassens

Exploded monsters of a by-gone age,
Laugh ye to see how many a victim hastens

To fill with mental nausea intellectual basins?

Hear me, your votary! open me your ears!
Ever regard me with commiseration!

For I have studied now for ten long years
Your complicated, curious formation,

And therefore long since gained despair and resignation!

W.A.
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It is our painful duty to record the death

of the Ven. Archdeacon Hey, a former Member

of the School, which occurred on November

22nd, 1882. He left Sherborne in 1830, became

a Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, in

1836, and Head Master of SI. Peter's School,

York, in 1844. This office he filled for 20 years,

resigning it on being made a Canon of York,

in 1864. In 1874 he was appointed Archdeacon

of Cleveland and Examining Chaplain to the

Archbishop.
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CHRISTMAS IN IRELAND.

Doubtless many of the readers of the Shirburnian are greatly
interested in Ireland, so perhaps the account of one who has
survived a Christmas in that country may be thought worthy
of acceptance by the Editor. We hope our readers will not be
shocked by the miserable character which is here given to
Ireland, but they may gain from it some idea of what some
dwellers in that island have to endure.

We may begin by saying that Christmas holidays in this
country are unmatched for dulness. In the Irish towns, though
not renowned for gaiety, there is occasionally a little amuse
ment, an'd provisions are procurable. But in the country, miles
away from any town, supplies are the greatest difficulty. ' The
butcher kills the most ancient and sinewy cows he can buy,
and occasionally a half-starved sheep, but the tough and
gristly fibre which composes such food is not palatable, if
nutritious. .An attempt to procure poultry results in the
production either of some lean chickens, than which a plump
lark would be a more satisfying dish, or else of a hoary veteran
whose patriarchal crow has roused the neighbourhood for the
last seven years., No pleasure compensates for such a diet,
and when the best and only amusement is a long walk,
murmurings arise against such a desolate land. But even
walking is not pleasurable when the roads are quagmires, nor
are they improved by mending, for the Irish method of mend
ing roads is to put down on the road a cartload of stones,
ranging in size from small rocks to minute pebbles, and to leave
them to be broken by passing vehicles. Nor was there much
reward for pedestrianism. A Protestant cathedral bearing a
striking resemblance to a whitewashed barn is one of the most
notable sights of the neighbourhood in which we dwelt. But
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we must not forget one of those Round Towers for which
Ireland is celebrated j even this, however, is, itmust beconfessed,
a disappointing sight. It may be most interesting to antiqua
rians, but to the public eY<3 it presents the appearance of a thin
and very ordinary-looking tower, Situated as it is, in a valley
surrounde'd by hills, the view from its summit, which is reached
after a dark and arduous climb up steep ladders, has nothing
to reward the visitor: a bird's-eye view of the dirty little town
in which the tower stands being the chief feature in the
landscape.

The Land League Hunt also used to meet once a week, but
of course could· not be countenanced. The country in the
immediate neighbourhood was quiet, which was fortunate, as
the four police who had charge of the district were said to be
in the habit of retiring to bed if there was any chance of a
row. Taken on the whole, holidays in Ireland do not afford,
to say the least, the same amount of enjoyment as those in
other parts of this realm, and the writer thinks himself lucky
in surviving the Christmas holidays which he has experienced
in that country.

CORRESPONDENCE.
To the EdUor of the Shirburnian.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,

May I venture to claim your valuable assistance in bringing
forward a suggestion, which if acted upon would, I think, have a
most beneficial effect on Sherborne football 1 It is almost impossible
for the passing of our XV, to arrive at any degree of perfection from
the difficulty which one experiences in distinguishing friend from foe
owing to the motley confusion of jersies, Everyone, I suppose,
requires two of these garments. Might it not be made a Sine qUt;l
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non that any fellow playing on either the upper or the lower ground
should possess a white jersey in addition to his school or house colour,
so that one side could wear coloured, the other side white jersies.
Thus all danger of passing to an enemy would be averted. Of course
if the XV. are unable to practice passing in ordinary games they
cannot be expected to excel in this respect in matches, so- that their
opponents have a distinct advantage over them.

Confident that this suggestion would, if taken, produce good
results,

I am, Sir,

Yours truly,

HALF-BACK.

DEAR SIR,
Will you allow me to broach a subject which has I believe

been already touched upon in your pages. I refer to a School
Servants' Race at our Sports. I believe that at many schools this is
an annual event: why should not we include it in our programme ~

I am sure that the authorities would have no objection to giving two
prizes if there were sufficient competitors; cr if there was any
difficulty on this point, it would not ruin anybody if there was levied
a tax of Id. a head sometime between now and the Sports. Two
hundred yards Is, I think, the usual distance for this race; but. of
course that would rest with the authorities. Hoping that some move
will be made in the direction of instituting what would undoubtedly
become a popular evcnt,

I remain yours truly,

E.V.

[As you say, this subject has already been touched upon in our
pages, but, as is not unfrequently the case, our suggestion was totally
disregarded. If the Games Authorities instituted the race they
would probably also provide prizes.-ED.]
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DEAR l\fR. EDITOR,

I beg to trespass on your pages to make a suggestion which
cannot fail to scare the conservative notions of many of your readers.
I beg to suggest that the cricket pitch would make an excellent match
ground for our football, during October, November, and December,
in which months we play the bulk of our matches. And further,
that after December it might be left to the gentle care of the roller
a~d the weather, whose united energies would, I have- no doubt,
produce an enviable cricket pitch. I should not have ventured to
have made this suggestion had not I heard on very good authority
that, far from injuring the pitch in any respect, it tends rather to
improve it.

I am. Sir,

Yours truly,

NOVARUU RERU~I Al\IA.TOR.

DEAR l\In. EDITOR,

'Ve hear on good authority that the governors have decided
to build us an organ chamber in the schoolroom, though we have not
heard on equally good authority that they are going to put in the
organ; hence we conclude that the money for the purpose must be
rai~ed without any strong expectations from them. Might we suggest
that if some mOrA exalted persons than ourselves were to set on foot
a subscription, a sufficient sum would doubtless soon be collected to
put in the most important parts of a really good organ, with a good
substantial bass, that being the greatest want felt by the orchestra;
while the more elaborate parts could be added as the state of the
funds allowed. A sum of £300 would do this thoroughly well.
Hoping to see some step taken in the matter before the present
genlJration of musicians pass away in July,

I remain yours truly,

VOX HUlIAYA.
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DEAR }\fR. EDITOR,

At the end of last term it became plain that the present
method of carrying out the business of the Literary Society, I allude
to the reading of plays, was tedious and uninteresting, and I am sure
that unless some new plan is adopted this most excellent institution
will cease to exist. Now, why should not some of the higher
members of the School, who came to the fore in other readings, get

up an entertainment once or twice a term, consisting of recitations
and dialogues from plays, such as we have on prize day 1 This would
be excellent practice for that day, and also would be very interesting
to the majority of the School.

Hoping to see some such change soon adopted,

I remain yours faithfully,

A LOVER OF THE HISTRIONIC ART.

IWe applaud your suggestion, but at the same time always view
with suspicion anything which may prove a rival to that most
valuable of all Societies, the Debating Society. We would therefore
advise that your proposal should be taken up next ,term, as Debates
are not usually held in the summer.-ED.]

DEAR SIR,
I write to express my sorrow and astonishment that our

energetic secretaries to the Old Shirburnian Scholarship Fund have
not been able to make arrangements for carrying out the understand
ing that was surely arrived at, at the last (and first) Old Shirburnian
dinner held three years ago; it was then settled that there should be
a triennial dinner, and I would plead with them to give us
some explanation why this fixture has not been kept to. There
was a successful meeting in London on that occasion, when a gOOll
many Old Shirburnians were present, and one enjoyed the somewhat
rare chance of renewing old friendships and making new acquaintan
ces: and I have no doubt that others besides myself WAre looking
forward to the same thing this winter-but we have heard not a
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word. It was agreed then that an annual or even biennial dinner
was rather too ambitious an undertaking to be likely to succeed, at
any rate just at present, and unless my recollection strangely misleads
me there was a very prevalent feeling that a longer interval than
three years would be fatal to all enthusiasm in such a matter. Now
we feel rather hopeless about the whole thing. There is positively
no way for a busy Old Shirburnian to keep up any school acquain
tances; there is no centre round which to rally, and the consequence
is that for those of· us who cannot visit Sherborne during School
Term, the old place and the old frieudships are rapidly becoming
shadows of a once vivid past.. Uay I beg either Mr. Chatteris or
Mr. Twynam, in the interests of the School, and I may add in the
interests of the Fund, to give us some account in the" Shirburnian "
of what it is intended to do in the matter.

Believe me, yours faithfully,

CHARLES C. TANCOCK.

Charterhouse, Feb. 17, 1883.

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

The concert which took place on the last night of last term set
forth its best items at the beginning, and when men had well
listened, then that which was worse, or less good. The orchestra,
which, with the exception of one violoncello, was totally without
professionalaid,firstappeared to perform four movements of a Haydn's
symphony, in which they were most successful, and, while still in
their places, proceeded to accompany the choir in singing the whole
of Schubert's Mass in G. This was the main feature of the concert;
both the choruses and the solos, which were sung by Stuart, mi.,
Sayres, Ur. Whjtehead, and 1fr. Hodgson, went exceedingly well.
But the next item, Gounod's Ave Maria, a Ueditation on Bach's
First Prelude, was universally pronounced to be the gem of the
evening. Stuart, mi. sang the solo accompanied by violin, harmonium,
and piano. We cannot speak too highly of this performance, which
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was appreciated by alL Eleven members of the choir then sang
Sullivan's Glee, "The Beleaguered." The whole choir appeared in
three glees besides the Mass, and was in all up to its usual standard.
One of them was King Christmas, the third School song by Mr.
Rhoades and Mr. Parker, which was now performed for the second
time; the Chorus Mysticus had more regard for time and tune than
on the former occasion. Another was Pearsall's pathetic and amusing
Dirge, "Who killed Cock Robin~" In this Lewis did full justice
to the Bull's solo, which was sung by P. P. Phelps four years and a
half ago in the old Music Room. Lewis' unlimited voice was also
let loose to great advantage in "'Tis jo~ly to Hunt," from Bennett's
May Queen. Bennett, ma., whose voice and singing have both
greatly improved lately, appeared in Sullivan's song, "0 ma
charmante," and, with Stuart, mi. and Mr. Hodgson, in "I Naviganti,"
a lovely Trio by Randegger. Mr. R. S. Ainslie sang two songs in
his old style. Rarris, ma. accompanied on the piano for the last time.
The last item was the Competition Glee sung by the successful choir
(School House.) This Quintet-unprepared, and with tired voices
did not sing their glee as they did when they gained the prize.
Finally, the Head Master congratulated Rolme on having once more
carried off both the singing prizes for the School House, and a most
successful concert came to a close.

Subjoined is the programme: -

1. SYMPHONY IN C. Haydn.
Adagio. Vivace. Adagio ma non troppo. MenueUoe Tl·io.

2. MASS IN G. (No. 2) ... Schubert.
a. Chorus " Kyrie Eleison."
b. Chorus with Solos c, Gloria in Excelsis."
c. Chorus " Credo."
d. Chorus ... " Sanctus."
e. Trio ...." BeIJedictus."
j. Final Chorus with Solos ... " Agnus Dei."

The Solos were sung by Stuart, mi., Sayres, Mr. 'Whitehead, & Mr. Hodgson.

3. MEDITATION ON BACH'S FIRST PRELUDE, "Ave Maria" Gounod.
Stuart, mi.

Violin: Hobbs. Harmonium: Holme. .Piano: 'Harris, ma.
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4. GLEE "The Beleaguered" Sullivan.
Penney, mi., HaITis, ma., Stuart, ma.; Sayres, Messrs. Whitehead, Blanch,

Hodgson, Holme, Delfs, Donkin, and Cleminshaw.
5. SONG ... "Cangio d'aspetto" Handel.

11ft.. R. S. Ainslie.
6. SCHboL SONG (No. 3), " King Christmas."
7. PIANO DUET ... Olementi.

Bennett.

Pearsall.
Limpus.

Krugh .
Sullivrtn.

"To Inez" ...

....

9. TRIO

Harris, ma. and Mr. Parker.
8. SONG, I' 'Tis jolly to Hunt" (May Queen)

Lewis.
" I Navaganti" ... Randegger.

Stuart, mi., Bennett, ma., and Mr. Hodgson.
"Hark the Merry Drum"

" 0 ma charmante"
Bennett, ma.

..." Who killed Cock Robin "12. DIRGE

13. SOYG

10. GLEE

11. SONG

Mr. R. S. Ainslie.
H. COMPETITION GLEE, "Departure" Mendelssohn.

Sung by the successful house choir (School House.)

GOD SAYE THE QUEEN.

SINGING COMPETITION.

This annual competition took place as usual on the last Saturday
of last term. The subjects for competition varied from those of
former years in that a psalm was substituted for a hymn. The glee
was" Departure" by Mendelssohn; the psalm was that appointed
for the seventeenth evening of the month, sung to a chant in F by
Fitzherbert, changing to an anonymous one in Bflat.

For the glee all six houses competed, and all sang it extremely
well,the glee being easier than the one sung the year before. The
School House was pronounced best, and Price's second, though many

of the audience were surprised to hear no mention of Rhoades'.
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The second subject for competition was less successful in causing
Houses to contend, the School House and Rhoades' being the only
competitors. The first prize was again awarded to the School House,
but Rhoades' were pronounced a close second.

As was remarked at the time, we may point out that the small
amount of energy shown in the psalm singing as compared with that
sho\\'n in the glee competition is also observable iri the ordinary
Chapel services as compared with the Concert singing. The Rev.
H. Roe kindly undertook to bejudge on this occasion.

The competing choirs were as follows :-
School House: treble, Beresford and Thompson, mi.; alto, Penny,

mi.; tenor, Bennett, ma.; bass, .Ainslie; conductor, Holme.
Wood's: treble, Edmonds and Hanson; alto, Bastard; tenor,

Hewitt; bass, Lewis; conductor, Hobbs.
Rhoades': treble, Stuart, mi.; alto, Broadbent; tenor, Smith,

bass, Mongan.
Blanch's: treble, Pitt and .Adamson, tert. ; alto, Thurston; tenor,

Phillips; bass, Barrett; conductor, Gee.
Wilson's: treble, Buckle; alto, Gottwaltz; tenor, Luard; bass,

Heath; conductor, Collet.
Price's: treble, Burrows and Price; alto, Sayres; tenor,Dawson;

bass, Perch; conductor, Prevost.

FOOTBALL.
THE SCHOOL V. MR. H. S. ALDOUS' XV.

Played November 25 in very wet weather, which made the ball
exceedingly greasy. Mayo kicked off for the visitors and the ball
was badly returned, but Broadrick getting the ball from a loose
scrimmage by a good dribble took it right down into the visitors'
twenty-five, where for short time they were hard pressed, but were
relieved by a useful run of Dove's. Good play by Comerford and
Dawson took the ball into dangerous proximity to the visitors' goal
line, but they were relieved by runs on the part of J. A. Mayo and
Welsford; then the School forwards led by Gray compelled them
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to touch down in self defence. Good play by Venn and a long
kick by Hodgson were the chief features before half-time. After
half-time the ball remained a while in neutral territory, though
long kicks by Hodgson gained some ground, which was regained,
however, by the exertions of Broadrick and Venn. Gradually the
School forwards, materially assisted by useful runs by Broadrick,
took the ball up to the visitors' goal line; J. A. Mayo and Welsford
tried hard to get it away, but the .collaring of Dawson and
Broadrick was too good. After some good play by Sandbach and
Harper for their respective sides one of the visitors ran back and
touched down. Shortly after, time was called, leaving the match
drawn in favour of the School by two touch-downs to nil. For
the School, of the backs, Broadrick and Venn played best; while
fonvard, Gray, Nutt and Comerford werG most conspicuous. For
the visitors,). A. Mayo, Tremlett and Hodgson did best service.

The School.-H. H. Mayo (back), E. G. Broadrick (captain),
C. F. Venn, C. W. Dawson (three-quarter-backs), E. T. Hobbs,
V. Harper (half-backs), B. H. Comerford, A. R. Biddle, H. Y.
Nutt, H. Gray, G. T. Bennett, H. J. Mongan, A. G. Tonks, J. H.
Stroud, H. P. Pedler, H. C. Hancock (forwards).

We are unable to give the names of the visitors' team.

SCHOOL V. TOWN.

Broadrick kicked off for the School, and the place being well
followed up, the first scrimmage was formed in the visitors'
twenty-five, but immediate danger was averted by a good drop by
Lyon. By the good play of Whitehead and Raven the ball was
carried into the School twenty-five, but Venn and Dawson brought
it back to the half-way flag. The School now played well together,
and by means of some good dribbling on the part of Broadrick
and Gray took the ball into the visitor's twenty-five. Hodgson by
two drops brought the ball back again, and the School were forced
to touch down in self defence. After the kick out, mainly through
the exertions of Comerford and Venn, the ball was kept in the
middle of the ground till half-time. The Town kicked off, but
Dawson by a good run and kick took the ball into the visitor's
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twenty-five, and the School making a brilliant effort forced their
opponents to touch down. Immediately afterwards, however,
Raven took the ball the whole lengih of the ground, but Venn
cleverly touched it down. Some good play was now shown by
Gray and Bennett for the School, whose forwards gradually drove
back the visitors, but a long kick by Hodgson brought the ball
back to the School twenty-five. Here Whitehead several times
got off, but was prevented from scoring by the good collaring of
Hobbs. At length Mayo relieved the School by a good drop and
when time was called the ball was in neutral territory.

The School.-H. H. Mayo (back), C. F. Venn, C. W. Dawson
(three-quarter-backs), E. T. Hobbs, V. Harper (half-backs), E. G.
Broadrick (captain), B. H. Comerford, H. Y. Nutt, J. S. G.
Grenfell, H. Gray, G. T. Bennett, H. J. Mongan, A. G. Tonks,
J. H. Stroud, H. P. Pedler (forwards).

The Town.-C. W. Lyon (back), J. A. Mayo, H. R. Welsford,
C. H. Hodgson (three-quarter-backs), C. S. Whitehead, J. Amans
(half-backs), H. P. Chick (captain), E. Blake, A. R. Adams, E.
Brown, C. Welsh, C. H. Sandbach, T. E. Raven, R. Florence
(forwards).

PRESENT V. PAST SHIRBURNIANS.

On Saturday. the December 16th, the annual match of Present
members of the School v. Past was played, resulting in a victory
for the latter by two goals to nothing. Broadrick kicked off, but
Rawlings and H. H. House for the Past soon brought the ball
back to the School goal line, forcing the School to touch down.
After good play by Hobbs and Lacey for their respective sides,
the Past again assumed the offensive, and, pressing back the
School, Rawlings obtained a try which Lacey converted into a
goal. Some good play by Broadrick brought the ball into the
Past twenty-five, and for a time the School looked like scoring,
but runs from Lacey and ]. Mayo averted the danger. After half
time, the Past, led by H. H. House, pressed the School, and after
runs by Chilcott and Broadrick, Rawlings by a very good run .
gained the second try for the Past, which Lacey was again
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successful in converting into a goal. Some vigorous play then
followed, but darkness rendered the ball almost invisible, so that
no further advantage was gained. For the Past, Lacey, Rawlings,
H. H. House, and Penney played well; and for the Present,
Broadrick, Comerford, Dawson, and Hobbs.

Past.-C. S. Whitehead (captain) (back), J. A. Mayo, E. W.
Chilcott, J. M. Bastard (three-quar~er-backs), F. E. Lacey, F.
Rawlings (half-backs), H. H. House, W. C. Penney, R. Fowler,
G. P. Tregarthen, E. H. House (forwards).

Present.-H. H. Mayo (back), E. G. Broadrick (captain), C. F.
Venn, C. W. Dawson (three-quarter-backs), E. T. Hobbs, V.
Harper, (half-backs), B. H. Comerford, H. Y. Nutt, H. Gray,
H. J. Mongan, A. G. Tonks, G. T. Bennett, H. P. Pedler, J. S. G.
Grenfell, H. C. Hancock (forwards).

OHARAOTERS OF THE FIFTEEN.
E. G. BROADRICK.-As captain gave universal satisfaction.

Commenced the season as forward, but latterlyplayed three-quarter
back, in which capacity he was of the greatest value to the XV.,
being a perfectly sure collar. A good place kick and very fair
drop. Weight lIst.

H. H. C(lMERFORD.-A really capital forward, always on the ball•.
using his weight and strength to advantage. Plays his hardest all
through the game, and is always a rallying point in the scrimmage.
Also runs and collars well. Is leaving. Weight lOst. Ililbs.

A. R. BIDDLE.-A light, energetic, and plucky forward, shows
considerable dodging powers. Always on the ball, playing a very
sound and hard game. Is leaving. Weight gst. 31b.

C. F. VENN.-A light three-quarter back, has done good service
to the XV., shows a good deal of pace with considerable dodging
powers. He has improved in confidence during the season. Drops
well at times, a fair collar. Is leaving. Weight lost.

H. Y. NUTT.-A powerful and energetic forward, shows to great
advantage in lining out owing to his height, always keeps on the
ball, and plays most energetically throughout. Is leaving. Weight
lIst. Slbs.

H. GRAy.-A hard working forward, showing to most advantage
in loose scrimmages owing to his good dribbling. Has improved
greatly during the season. Weight lIst. gibs.

C. W. DAwso~.-As three-quarter back did not come up to the
expectations formed of him at the commencement of the season,
but has improved decidedly towards its close, uncertain drop, but
good collar. Is leaving. Weight lost. 31b.

H. J. MONGAN.-A useful, hard working forward, steady but
not brilliant, keeping well on the baiL A fair collar. Weight
lost. rib.
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A. G. TONKS.-A tall, heavy forward, using his height well in
lining out, and thus has been of great service to the XV., a fair
collar. Is leaving. Weight [[st. gIbs

E. T. HOBBS.-A light and plucky half-back, plays a good
defensive game, passes well but lacks pace. A .safe collar.
Weigbt gst. [olbs. .

G. T. BENNETT. -A light active forward, dribbling well at times,
ilhould overcome his tendency to enter the scrimmage at the side.
A good collar, having plenty of pace. Is leaving. Weight lost.
IIb.

H. H. W. MAYO.-As back did good service to the XV. during
.the season, but was occasionally at fault. A good drop and place
kick. Weight [ost.

J. H. STROUD.-A very hard-working but not showy forward,
;has improved towards the end of ,the season. Weight lost. I2lbs.

V. HARPER.-As half-back has not come up to the expectations
formed of him, is slow in picking up the ball, and a poor collar,
'Weight lOSt. Slbs.

H. P. PEDLER.-A thoroughly hard-working forward ,should
.dribble and pass more, has been of good service to the XV.
\Weightlost. IIb.

R L. Dornford
R. Leach
H. B. Low
H. P. Lyon

W. G. Mclver
H. R. Pattison
G. W. Penney
A. P. Simpson
A. Waugh

'NOVEMBER 21sT.-Mr. Cleminshaw made some very interesting
;remarks on the weather, accompanied by diagrams which he had
:prepared, showing the Average of Rain for some years, and also the
.average for each month.

G. T. Bennett .then proceeded to read a most interesting and
:instructive paper on the liIoon which was largely appreciated by the
;audience. ~:1r. Cleminshaw after the paper exhibited some slides
with the magic lantern giving representations of the various features
.of our Satellite which the lecturer had referred to.

At the close of the meeting, J. S. G. Grenfell, J. B. G. Lester,
lE. King, H. H. Mayo, and A. G. Tonks were made Senior .Members.
H. P. Surtees was elected a Junior Member.

NOVEMBEl~ 30TH -A meeting was held in the Museum at which
B. H. Comerford read a most edifying paper on wormR, giving the
society the benefit of the careful investigation which he has bestowed

FIELD SOCIETY.
At the first meeting of last ;term ,the following were elected

.Junior Members::-
R. E. Bell
.J. H. Bryant
.Eo C. Cockburn
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on the subject. After this Mr; Cleminshaw explained the Aurora.
and illustrated his lecture by the magic- lantern and several
experiments.

FEBRUARY 15TH, 1883.-A meeting was held in the Museum.
There was a good attendance of members of the society•. Ut.
Cleminshaw exhibited some very good views of Glaciers, explaining
the formation of these wonderful natural phenomena.

The priZl1 of the society for Botany was awarded to Bennett. mi,
while that for Geology was won by Ellis. Although the victorious:
collections were very good, the society hopes that another year the
competition in these most interesting branches of study will be
keener.

RAINFALL IN 1882.
Rain Gauge: Diameter of Funnel 5in..

Height of top above ground Ut.
" above sea level 200ft.

Month.. Total Depth. Greatest Fall in 24 hours. No. of days on which.
Inches. Depth. Date, ill or more fell

January ........ 1'60 '30 4&8 10
February •••••• )'95 '61 25 12
March .......... 1'94 '69 31 12
April .......... 6'00 1'03 15 21
May ............ 2'55 '90 4 9
June ......... 4'12 '62 22 21
July ............ 4'07 '76 2 20
August ........ 2'58 '53 15 16
September •••••• 2'78 '75 1 14
October ........ 6'49 1'59 23 28
November •••••• 4'49 '76 6 24
December ...... 3'73 '35 .. 3&24 26

Total •••••• 42'30 213

Remarks on the year.-An exceedingly wet year,the fall being
nearly 22 per cent. above the average of the last six years, and the
fall in eight months being above the average fall per month. Number
of wet days 16 per cent. above the average: excessive fall in the
last three months. 1'59 on October 23rd; and '24 on October 24th,
fell between 4.30 a.m. on the 23rd and noon on the 24th.

DEBATING SOCIETY.
The first meeting of the Society was held on October 1st, for the

purpose of transacting private business. A new Cabinet was elected
consisting of R. F. Holme, president; J. B. G. Lester, vice-president,
and W. E. K. Shore, secretary. The following were then elected
members of the Society: H. Y. Nutt, H. E. Wilkinson, W. H.
Southcomb, H. Aldous, \V. S. Sheldon, R. Lowndes, W. A. Newman,
B. H. Comerford, G. T. Bennett, A. Waugh, E. Hill, P. Hewitt, Ho
W. Gee, N. Holden, E. Halt.
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.Against.
E. A. N eapean (2)
E. G. Broadrick
W. S. Sheldon
R. Lowndes
H. Aldous
J. G. Grenfell

.Against.
R. F. Holme (3)
J. B. G. Lester (2)
G. T. Bennett (2)
A. Biddle
H. E. Wilkinson
J. S. G. Grenfell
N. Jaffrey
A. Jacob

OCTOBER 7TH.-Proposed, the Cabinet, "'l.'hat the project of the
Channel Tunnel meets with the approbation of this House." This
motion was lost by a majority of four votes (14-10.)

For. .Against.
R. F. Holrne (3) E. G. Broadrick (2)
J. B. G. Lester E. A. Nepean
J. G. Grenfell W. B. Wildrnan, Esq.
G. T. Bennett N. F. Hankey
H. W. Gee R. Lowndes
A. Jaffrey H. J. Mongan

This was a very spirited and interesting debate, and the speakers
on both sides showed considerable knowledge of the subject. After
the debate T. E. Maunsell was elected a member of the Society.

OCTOBER 14TH.-Proposed, G. T. Bennett, "That the spread of
the Temperance movement in England does not meet with the
approval of this house." On dividing, the votes were found to be
equal, being 12 each side, and the President gave his casting vote
in favour of the proposition.

For.
G. T. Bennett (2)
C. F. Venn (2)
R. F. Holrne (3)
C. S. Whitehead, Esq.
W. B. Wildman, Esq.
W. K. Shore
P. Hewitt
E. T. Hobbs

The debate was vigorously and closely contested, and the room
was densely crowded. Afterwards A. Jacob and V. Harper were
elected members of the Society.

OCTOBER 21sT.-Proposed, E. A. Nepean, "That the Ancient
Mode of Warfare is preferable to the Modern." This motion was
carried by a majority of two votes (12-10.)

For.
E. A. N epean (2)
R. L. Romer (2)
P. Hewitt
B. H. Comerford
A. Waugh
C. F. Venn

After the debate P. Perch and J. D. Roberts were elected
members of the Society. The Cabinet then resigned. E. G.
Broadrick was elected president of the new Cabinet, G. T. Bennett
vice-president, and W.°E. K. Shore secretary.
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Against.
A. J. lIIongan (2}
R. F. Holme (3)
H. Y. Nutt
P. Perch
E. A. Nepean
A. L. Jacob

Against.
C.F. Venn (3)
N. F. Hankey (2)
R. F. Holme (2)
E. T. Hobbs (2)
A. G. Aldous
R. Lowndes
N. L. Jaffrey
H. N. L. Holden
J. B. G. I,ester
J. S. G. Grenfen
J. L. Philipps

OCTOBER 28TH.-The Literary Society held on thiB day its firBt
meeting for the year. Selections from "A MidBummer Night'B
Dream" were read with great success. A fair audience assembled.

NOVEMBER 4TH.-Proposed, the Cabinet, "That Compulsory
Games would be beneficial to this School." This motion was carried
by a majority of four votes (13-9.)

For. Against.
E. G. Broadrick (3) B. H. Comerford (2)
G. T. Bennett (3) E. A. Nepean (3)
H. Y. Nutt H. J. IIIongan (3)
W. B. Wildman, Esq. (2) H. E. Wilkinson
H. W. Gee E. Holt
V. Harper P. Hewitt
Ill. Collett N. Holden (2)

Great interest was shown in this debate, as might have been
expected. W. E. K. Shore then resigned the post of secretary,
which was acccepted by B. H. Comerford.

NOVEHBllR 11TH.-Proposed, the Cabinet, "That the Higher
Education of Women is unnecessary." This motion was lost by one
vote.

For._
E. G. Broadrick (2)
G. T. Bennett (2)
A. Waugh
E. H. Donkin, Esq. (2)
W. A. Newman
R. L. Romer
J. S. G. Grenfell
C. F. Venn

This was a very successful debate, the room being crowded, and
the subject hotly contested.

NOVlillIBER 18TH.-Proposed, the Cabinet, "That the English
Newspaper is the Tyrant rather than the Servant of the Public."
The opposition won by five votes.

For.
E. G. Broadrick (2)
G. T. Bennett (2) 
P. Ill. Hewitt
A. Waugh
C. Perch
H. Y. Nutt
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This debate was very well attended, and a large number' spoke' for'
the opposition. The result, however, was very one sided. After'
this debate the Cabinet retired. N. F. Hankey was elected presi
dent, and chose E. A. Nepean as his vice-president, and A. Waugh
as his secretary.

NOVEMBER 25TH.-The Literary Society met and read the" Merry
'Wives of 'Windsor." This wa!l not so successful as the former
meeting.

DECEMBER 2ND.-" That the Cll\ture resolution meets with the'
approval of this house." Proposed by the Cabinet, opposed by E.
G. Broadrick. '

.Against.
N. F. Hankey (2)
E. A. Nepean (3)
A. Waugh
C. Perch (2)
H. Y. Nutt
A. L. Jacob
H, J. 1lIongan (2)
H. W. Mayo
H. E. Wilkinson
J. S. Grenfell
J. L. Philipps
N. L. Holden

Oppm.ition won by 9 votes (4-13). This debate owing to its one.
sidedness was not quite up to the standard of former ones.

This was the last debate of the term.

For. .Against.
N. F. Hankey (2) E. G. Broadrick (2)
E. A. Nepean W. S. Sheldon
W. B. Wildman, Esq. (3) E. H. Donkin, Esq. (3)
C. S. Whitehead, Esq. C. Perch
A. Waugh C. F. Venn
N. P. Jaffrey H. J. 1lIongan

The Proposition lost by one vote (13-14).
This was a very spirited debate, well kept up on both sides.

DECEMBER 9TH.-" That the character of Queen Elizabeth iff
unworthy of our admiration," Proposed by C. F. Venn, opposed
by the Cabinet.

For.
C, F. Venn (3)
R. L. Romer (2)
P. 111. Hewitt
G. T. Bennett (3)

JAKUARY 30TH, 1883.-A meeting was held to tmnsact private
business. F. R. Phillips, R. A. Chadwick, and L. W. Ber.nett were
elected members of the society.

FEBRUARY 3RD, 1883.-" That Dr. Hornbywas not justified indis
missing Mr. Joynes from Eton College." Proposed by G. T, Bennett,
opposed by the Cabinet.
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Against.
R. F. Holme
R. L. Romer
W.A. Newman
W. B. Wildman, Esq.
G. T. Bennett

Against.
R. F. Holme
N. F. Hankey
J. '3. G. Grenfell
H. Y. Nutt
R. Lowndes
R. L. Romer
A. L. Jacob

For. Against.
G. T. Bennett (2) N. F. Hankey
R. F. Holme(2) E. A. Nepean (3)
N. P. Jaffrey (2) A. Waugh (2)
R. L. Romer H. Y. Nutt
H. J. l\iongan I J. S. G. Grenfell (2)

The opposition won by three votes (10-7.) After this debate F.
M. Bennett, J. Penney, and H. C. Houghton were elected members.
The Cabinet then resigned, and N. F. Hankey nominated R. F.
Holme as his successor, who chose R. L. Romer as his vice-president,
and W. A. Newman as his secretary.

FEBRUARY 10TH.-" That the belief in Ghosts and Apparitions
is not unfounded." Proposed by E. A. Nepean, opposed by the
,Cabinet.

For.
E. A. Nepean
C. Perch
A. Waugh
E. H. Donkin, Esq.
111. C. Collett
J. Mongan

The debate was then adjourned until the following Saturday.
FEBRUARY 17TH.-The debate adjourned from the preceding

Saturday was resumed.
For.

E. A. Nepean (2)
J.Aldous
A. Waugh
R. A. Chadwick
O. Perch
P. Hewitt
J. Bennett
J. Mongan

The proposition won by one vote (10-9).
Both debates were very well attended.

SCHOOL NEWS.
The Games' Committee is arranged as follows :-B. H. Comerfor.l,

E. G. Broadrick, A. R. Biddle; J. B. G. Lester, H. H. Mayo, E. A.
Nepean; R. F. Holme, N. F. Hankey, E. T. Hobbs.

The following have been presented with t1eir colours since our
last :-lst XV., H. Gray, C W. Dawson, H. J . .l\fongan, A. G.
Tonks, E. T. Hobbs, G. T. Bennett, H. H. l\Iayo, J. H. Strand, V.
Harper, H. P. Pedler; 2nd XV., H. C. llancock, J. Forward,
J. D. Roberts.

The House Matches have been drawn as follows :
Price's v. \Vilson's.
Day Boys v. Blanch's.
Rhoades' v. \Yood's.
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The dates of the School House 11:atch, the Steeplechase, and the
Athletic Sports have not been definitely settled.

R. F. Holme has been elected tf) an Exhibition at Wadham College,
Oxford.

J. E. Michell is coxswain of Corpus College, Oxford.
We are sorry to have to record that T. E. Raven, Esq. has left the

rank of our masters.
:M. C. Ll. Griffith, Esq. has filled the vacant place.
The examiners at the end of the term will be G.1\L Edwards, Esq.,

Fellow of Sydney Sussex, Cambridge, University Scholar, and late
of Trinity College, Cambridge; and S. G. Hamilton, Esq., Fellow
of Hertford Colle5e, Oxford, and Hertford Scholar.

The ,. Messiah" will be performed by the Musical Society, in the
Schoolroom, on Easter Monday, March 26th, the anniversary of
Beethoven's death. The Oratorio will be preceded by Beethoven's
Symphony in C major (Op. 21), and followed by the Siegfried Idyll
by "Tagner. The Chorus and Orchestra will consist of 150
performers.

No concert will be given before the " Messiah," but there will be
;llnother concert at the end of the term.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

1\1:USIS AMATOR.- \Ve consider both your complaints uncalled for.
Asto your first grievance, viz., (1) the external aid used by many of the
house:; in the Singing Competition, the only houses (as you say) which
have received no external aid are the School House and Wood's:
these two houses are the only ones which have been successful in this
Competition for the last three years. If then external aid produces
so little effect, it is surely unnecessary to quarrel with it. Your
-second scheme, that the School House should ha.ve to produce two
separate choirs instead of one, is not practica.ble. The struggle which
thi:; House has always had to make in order to maintain its position
shows that, though it has more voices from which to choose, it does
Dot produce a choir very much superior to those of other Houses.
In the last Competition, for instance, Rhoades' Glee Quintet was far
superior in treble and bass. If the School House was divided into
two it would have no chance at all.

V.E.-Your letter advocating the performance of the" Messiah"
in the schoolroom is no longer necessary.

\Ve beg to acknowledge with thanks subscriptions from the
following :-C. C.Tancock, W. K. 'Weir, A. W. Upcott, C. L. P.
Hole, H. W. Laing, A. B. Crosby, C. Plummer, Rev. A. Cattley, J.
mundy, E. A. Iremonger, J. L. Philipps.





We also beg to acknowledge with thanks the following magazines :
Marlburian (3), Aldenhamian (2), Melbumian (2), Missionary
School Magazine, Reading School Magazine, Tonbridgian (2), Oar
thusian (2), Uppingham School Magazine (2), Rossallian (2),
Felstedian, Bromsgrovian, Exonion, mula (2), Lily (3), Reptonian,
Laxtonian, Malvernirm, Ousel, .Blundellian (2), Wellingburian,
Oliftoni~.m, Bathonian, Ra-iJeian, Wellingtonian (2), Durham
University Journal (2), Hurst Johnian, Blackheathen.
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